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PART I
AUTOMOBILE MUFFLERS

PRELIMINARY REMARKS
Since autonobillng has become general and machines of all
types are so numerous tiiroughout the whole country, the muffling
of the noise together with the elimination of the smoke and
stench arising froiii the exhaust gases has become one of the
important problems in connection with the use of the gasoline
engine as the motive power. These conditions are essential not
only to the user of the automoll)ile from the point of comfort,
but to the passers by. from a point of safety and security.
Some countries have even gone so far as to place o^vners of machines
with noisy or smoky and ill-smelling exhausts, liable to a fine
or imprisonment.
The design of rmfflers, though American made, can hardly
come under the terming, "American Practice". It v/ould seem tliat
this is the one part of the automobile, on which the maker feels
free to '.xercise his individuality at v/hatever reduction of
efficiency of the machine. The aim seems to have been in most
cases to reduce the noise of the exhaust, and the reduction of
power hos usually been corsidered as secondary. That the muffler
as ordinarily made reduces the i ower of the engine is comm.only
understood, and m.ost manufacturers allow for this by placing cut-
outs on their engines. In this Y,'ay the maximi-im effort of the
engine may be utilized when needed most, as in ascending steep
grades or traveling at high speed.

2The laanufacturers have siicoeefled in rediiclnp: tlio noise
to a oonsiderrble exLent in laost of the high erario /jacrj.cari cars.
It is to this end that their attentions hav<- been directed
almost from the beginning of the automobile industiy. The time
has now come rjhere back-pressure due to the muffl'-r will be
the point of most serious consideration.
The maimers mufflers are widely at variance as to
the beet proportions to use in the scone style of raiff ler.
Many instances can be cited, where,'in the same type of muffler,
different maKern use designs just the reverse of each other.

PURPOSE OF THESIS
Description of Various Types of AutoinolDile Mufflers.
To shovj the different practice in the design of
automobile mufflers, the endeavor was made to obtain
the constructions and dimensions of as many different
kinds of miafflers as possible.
Tests of Some Commercial Types of Mufflers.
The object of the tests ^ntis to investigate and
determine if possible the effect of the imiffler on
the v:orl: of the engine, and to obtain if possible
as a result of the tests tlie most economical means
of ixOiffling tiie gas engine.

DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS TYPES OF AUTOMOBILE MUFFLERS.
The main purpose of the automobile rouffler is to reduce
the noise of th- exhaust gases if^suinf: from the motor. V'hen
no muffler is used, the gases are expelled from the exhaust
ports of the engine at a pressure sotnev/hat above that of the
atmosphere and with considerable velocity. This produces a very
sharp, disagreeable report. The muffler also eliminates the
smoke and stench of the exhaust to a great extent.
The noises of the exhaust may be reduced by,
1. - Breaking uj the body of the gas into a number of
fine streams.
2. - Allowing the gases to expand and cool.
3. - Checking the velocity.
4. - Reducing pressure to as nearly as possible that of
the atmosphere.
Puttingithis in a diff erent manner, exhaust gases poss'-;ss a
certain amount of energy, partly kinetic but mostly potential.
This may be absorbed in the following Yj8.ys:
1. - Lamination.
2. - Friction.
3. - By cooling.
The means employed by the manufacturers to accomplish these
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ob;iect6 will dincufiwed in the f')l] owing pageM. Owing to tlie
scarcity of literature on the subject of inufflers, it ran very
difficult to obtain much exact information concerninip; any special
types. Some cut:- and designs vrere obtained from the automobile
journalG and Cycle and Automobile Trade journal.
T/ith a view of securing the actual dimensions of some
of the mufflers used on well-Knovm cars, a trip ^.vas taken to
Chicago, tliat being the nearest distributing point of automobiles.
V/e found, after spending several days with the agents and
demonstrators of difi'erent cars, that the mffler was a mystery
to raont of them. \7e were kindly given the freedom of their
establishment in nearly every case, but venr rarely were ?7e enabled
to getiat the inside of a muffler, and ietermine its dimensions
and construction. Owing to this fact, our data in some cases
are not ver^"" exact, consisting mainly of the external dimensions,
together with what information we were able to pick up regarding
their inner constnictiDn.

GENERAL TYPES
According to the metliod of conp-triiction, laiff lers may • e
divided into the following classes.
1. - Those in which the gases are expanded and broken up by
passing through a cylindri-.al chamber containing a
number of baffle plates pierced with holes.
2. - Thoae in vr'-.ich the gr.ses enter a central cylindrical
ohajiiber and are allowed to expand gradually into a
series of concentric chambers.
3. - Those in which the gases are divided into opposing
streams so as to reduce the impact at exhaust,
4. - Mufflers made on the ejector principle, such that part.
of the gases are directed through a nozzle thereby
causing a partial vacuum in the chamber surrounding the
nozzle, and drawing the remainder of tlie gases through
a succession of baffle plates located in the chamber.
5. - Combinations of the above types.

7.
The Ejector Wui'fler.
MUFFLER MADE ON EJECTOR PRINCIPLE TO GIVE CONTINUOUS NOISELESS EXHAUST.
The body of the ejector raiiffler consists of a cylinder of
sheet metal having its ends closed by flanged heads. Through the
length of the muffler runs a pipe vhose ends project through
the muffler heads at each end. Near one end of the pipe, within
the body of the muffler, several sheet metal cones are i laced,
nested one vrithin the other with spaces between. These spaces,
together v/ith holes punched through the cones, form a series of
tortuous passages through which the exhaust gases nuist pass before
reaching a number of small holes leading into the central r.ipe.
This end of the pipe is closed by a cap, through which a nozzle
projects far enough into the pipe to clear the holes which carry
the gases from the cones. At the opposite end of the central
pipe another nozzle opens from the interior of the muffler into
the intericr of the central pipe, pointing in the saiTie direction
as the nozzle at the opposite end.
The exhaust pipe from the motor opens into the muffler
directly opposite the opening of the second nozzle, so that a
portion of the gases shoots into the nozzle and into the pipe,
creating a partial vaciuim In the pipe between the two nozzles
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v/hicli causeG a mch of air through the first nozzle and along
the central piie, mln^^ling with Cltk] of''-rryinr:; along th-. gases as
they come from thr. cones, and cooli:!!^ them n.R they pass along to
the outlet. The manufacturers claim that the flov; of gas is
practically continuous, owing to the operation of the ejector
pri^^ciple, eliminating back-pressure and noise.
The liody ±r. ciouble,v,'ith a packing of asbestos between the
sheet steel walls, which are sufficiently heavy to T7ithstand ex-
plosions. The cones are thin enough to vibrate slightly and throw
off carbon deposits, which would other wise clog t'ne openings.
The Autocar Mtiffler.
The muffler used on the two-
cylinder Atitocar is built on the
ejector principle as shown in the
:ut. The walls are double with
a packing of asbestos between.
Distributed along at equal spaces are twelve sheet metal
cones, in which numerous holes are punched, some in the small
and others in the large end of the cone. The action is identical
with that described in the ejector muffler. The construction
varies a little, in that the nozzle is placed differently.
The number and size of holes cut in the "ones seem, select-
ed entirely at random. The different areas through which the
gases pass are shown by Curve 1 on page 70. it is very evident
that a muffler utilizing such areas in the exhaust passages
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I
II
would necenrari ly hnve n large back-pr'^Gsiu-e. That tliic v/as the
case ir. evidenced romewliat by the fact tliat it had been blown i
to pieces by an extra h' avy explosion in the rniifflG-?. if the
exhaunt areas had been larger and i.iore uniforr. the muffler
would probably have suffered no seriourj effects from the explosion.
The "Hush" Muffler.
This muffler is made
-nder the McClure-Bochner
atents. It consists essent-
:. ally of a large expansion
hamber divided into foiir
ec-iual compartments by baffle-
plates as shorn in the cut. On these baffle plates are set sheet
metal cones with holes punched arouj-'d the circumference at the
smaller end. By means of this the gases are coirpelled to change
their direction on passing through the muffler, as they would not
have to do if the holes were punched directly in the baffle-plates.
On the size of muffler inspected, inlet occurs at the
center of the cylinder through a 2" pipe and the exhaust from
the muffler is at the perit'hery at the end of the raiffler.
The ratio of outlet to inlet area is .895.

10.
The Oldrimobilo MuffleBPG.
Oldsmob'iie Tourinq-Car Muff/er
b» ^i" ^
%f-— -f— *—
> 7'
Ofdsmobtfe Bupabout Hufffer
The muffler used on the Oldsiaobile mnaoout is shovm in
the diagram above. Gas enters tlie central pipe at one end and
flo^s through to the other end as indicated by the arrows.
From there it pasnes through a cone pierced v/ith 70 l/8" holes,
and expands in the large chamber. Gas passes from this chamber
to the air through 18 1/4" holes.
The muffler used on the touring-car is shovm in the top
figure. The gases enter a C. I. expansion chamber at the top
and are deflected by the curved plate to the end of the chamber.
The gases then force their way by thU incoming gases and
enter a 1 3/4" steel tube. This tube- is pierceu uy 300 slots
2 l/2" long by 3/52" v/ide. The gas passes through these slots
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into a cone shaped sheet-iron expansion chamber. Thir exinn'ior
chcincer in. divided into two section}^ by a baf' le plate piercea
witi: holes. The gases pass through these holes, into the second
section and from there into the tube slotted as in the firct
j
section and on into tlie air. j
ii
This muffler presents a large cooling surface, has no small
holes that are liable to clog v'ith soot, and provides a large
|
volume for expannion. In a test made at the foctory, this muffler
gave 1# back-pressure at 1000 R. F. M. of the motor. The
back-prensure v:as menisured by nenns of a mercury column. This
muffler embodied t3ie most rntlonal ideas of any niufflers examined.
The V/eeber Muffler.
WEEBERMUFfLER
PATENTED
The Weeoer muffler is a
"ented muffler of the form sho^vn
iji the figure. The exhaust enters
the muffler at the head, 0. In
thib head are many small diverg-
ing tubes in which the gases
expand. The gases then enter the converging tubes, B, which are
set in the head, D.
The 7 1/2" X 13 l/2" Weeber muffler is used on all sizes
of the Columbia car up to 50 horsepower. The inlet is through a
2" pipe and the outlet through a 1" pipe.
Ratio of outlet to inlet area is .256.



The Corbln Muffler.
The mffler used on the Corbln automobil'^ is of the
concentric chamber type, the outer cylinder being 5" by 24".
The inlet to the imffler is a 1" cast iron i ipe and the exhaust
from the muffler is through the same size of pipe.
If V is the volume of muffler in cubic inches,
V is the volume of cylinders in cubic inches,
R is the radiating surface of laiffler in square inches,
For the Cci'Din
V
V equals 1.96
equals 1,25
On the preceding page is a cut of the muffler on the
chassis of the Corbin car. This shows very ¥;ell the position of
the muffler in the averao,e iwn of cars.
«
The "Yankee" Mufil^:r.
mi
The "Yankee"
muffler is composed
of 24 opi-osed spring
discs on the end
of the exhaust pipe.
The exhaust lipe
is bored with several
small holes so as to admit gas into the 12 chambers formed at
the same time. Each pair of discs is practically a small r^ diator

andthe volume of the gases is reduced by cooling owing to tiie
great cooling surface presented. The gases escape from around
the outer edges of these dif'cs in a thin strerun.
This equal distribution of the escaping gases over a long
and narrow area eliminates to a large extent the explosi^'e
character of the exhaust. The discs, being light, free themselves
of all soot and foreign matter, due to the force of the explosions.
The Pierce Muffler.
The Pierce
muffler is a
large expansion
-liamber
,
5 5/8" X 30". This is divided into seventeen compartments by
pierced sheet iron diaphragms. The separating diaphragms are of
tv/o sorts, one perforated with 3 circles of 9/32" holes, the
ag-regate small hole area equaling that of the 2" diameter
openings with which t:ie other sort of diaphragm is centrally
pierced. These are plaoed alternately commencing with those
having small holes at both ends. Thus the rush of the exhaust
is diverted to the outside in the sucessive chambers.
The inlet to the muffler is through a 1 l/2" pipe. The
outlet is a piece of 2" tubing screwed into the tapped head,
bent at an angle of about 15 degrees downv/ard, and terminal ing in
an open end, the area being contracted by flattening the 2" tube

to an elongated opening; s/s" wide.
J
Ratio 01 outlet to inlet area iB .32.
The Cadillac Muffler.
The Cadillac muffler
as shown in the figure i
is used on the Cadillac
four-cylind' r co.r. It
consists essentially
of t^jo slieet iron ex-
praision chambers placed
in series. Jhese i
|!
cylinders are 6" in
diameter and 30" long, set parallel and lengthwise of the chassis,
and are entirely open and unobstructed from end to end. The ex-
haust pipe from the motor enters the left hand muffler shell,
in the middle and is free to shoot the w'nole length, Tlie exit
froT'i the first muffler shell is an annular space surrounding
the exhaust pipe entrance; this animlar space is piped a* right
- angles to the front end of the other muffler shell, ?ihich has
the same arrangement as in the first shell. The exit is an
annular space surrounding the second exhaust pipe, and leading
to the open air.
The exhaust exit from the first cylinder is retarded by
the opposing gases of the entrance exhaust on the annular exit
chamber, and the exit from the second muffler shell to the open

oir ia Gimilnrly retaTded. The imift'ler nhellB are not pierced
and nothing pass»>B through them. The open exit ic of leof-; area
than the motor exhaust pipe, and the second exit area is still less.
On the Cadillac single cylinder car only one expanr.ion
chamoer like the first chamber of the four-cylinder car muffler,
is used.
The Davis Huffier,
Something entirely different from the ordinary run of
mufflers is shovrn in the accomi.anying cut. The exhaust fron the
engine passes into the cylinder through the inlet pipe and
expands against the blades, absorbing the noise, while the
revolution of these fans produces a suction from the exhaust
valve, thus materially decreasing the back-pressure. The
vanes are rotated by m.eans of a sprocket. and chain running to
the engine.
There is no loubt that this arrangement ^'ould tend to
decrease the back-pressure on the piston. If the power taken
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off the engine to nin tlie fans "og .not great, it iR very likely
that this power would be given back several timer; over by insur-
ing a good clean mixture.
A 6 to 1 gear r duction is used on this ordinarily.
If run at higher speed the back-pressure would be reduce', rait
probn.bly not sufficiently to make up for the extra pov.'er used
to run the vanes at the higher speed.
I*
'
The Michigan Muffler.
The Michigan
KTuffler is a simple
expansion chamber,
r" X 15", weighing
20 pounds. The
sheet steel shell
is double with a thicknes^^ of asbestos between. The entire interior
of the muffler is open and unobstructed; the exhaust enters near
the top of one end and leaves t^irou . h two circles of perforations,
8-3/I6" holes, leading into an elbow having a closed outer end
pierced v;ith 64-5/32" holes. The jut out valve it; retained by
a coiled spring and acts as a relief valve in case of unusual
muffler pressure.
Ratio of outlet to inlet area is .36.

13.
The Bates Muffler.
This muffler is designed with a view to reducing the
volume of the exliaust gases as laich as posniiole by cooling
before discharging them. The raiffler is cylindrical in form and
is placed lengthwise In tjie car, the left end of the cut f:eing
the front end of the muffler. The gases may enter at either or
botli ends, and a cut out m.ay be placed at the unused end.
The central chamber, which the gases enter first, is several times
the volume of the engine cylinder and therefore gives the gases
a chance to expand. The holes BB are likewise at least equal
in totrl area to the cross-section, of the exhaust pipe, and
on passing through them the gases are still further expanded to
the outer chamber, C. Through this chamber pas^ several flues,
D, open at both end? so that the air can pass through freely.
The exhaust gases enter these flues by the short pipe^^,EE, which
arr. dir-cted backv/aid into the tubes so that the issuing gases
assist the motion of the vehicle in drawing cool air through the
flues.
The cooling and condensation of the gases talce place
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partly by convecti in and i artly by t!ie mixing': of the n.ir nnri
gfiG in the latter. The imiffler as uhovm if- hiade v/itli cact-iron
heads ai^.d galvanized iron nhells, and is surrounded by a ;jacKet
filled with asbestofi to deaden the noisen. This necessarily
sacrifices a {^reo deal of the coolin,'^': effect and the rxUiffler
would be much more efficient if the asbestos pr eking were left
out entirely.
The Locomobile Muffler.
The Locomobile muffler is cylind^rical in form, 7 l/2" in
diameter by 23" long. The gases enter the muffler through 1 l/2"
steel tubing. The mufflc^r is divided into four chambers by
baffle plates. The first baffle plate is pierced by 100 - .3/8"
holes, the second and third baffles by 250 - l/4" holes each.
The gases pas? througli these chDjnbers successively. The variation
in area of the exhaust passage is shovm in Curve 2 page 71 .
The outlet from the mifflef is through a nozzle of steel
tubing, running from 1 II/I6" in diameter down to 1 l/4" at the
end.
This contracting of the outlet area by a converging nozzle
of steel tubing is a form, of construction peculiar '00 all the
foreign cars and to most of the high priced American cars. The
claim is made that this converging nozzle of steel tubing gives
a low roar instead of a sharp exhaust. In our tests '.-^ith nozzles,
our experience was j"'ist the reverse of this. The exhaust had a
sharper sound and undoiibtedly the nozzle increased the back-
pressure.
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The Diiryea Mufflers.
The 1905 Duryea imiffler
is shovrn in the upier cut.
1905 OURYEA It is an exp'^nslon chamber
di^^ided into five separate
coinpartments four
spherical shaped baffle-
1 P'.ates. Gas enters through
/906 DURYEA MUFFLER a pipe at the center of
the raiffler and exx^ands
in the central chamber. The gas then -lows both ways from the
center tlirough the openings at the outer edge of the baffle plates
into the succeeding chambers and similarly to the outermost
chambers. From there it passes into the air -:irough a series of
holes. These holes become clogged very readily, so in the 1906
muffler this vras the partic^.ilar fault remedied.
The 1906 Duryea mi.iffler is divided into chambers, as shov/n
in the figure, by cone shaped baffle plates. These are not pierced
by holes as in the ordinary construction, but a free exhaust area
is offered to the gases. With this arrangement there is no
possibility of the passages being clogged up by oil or soot.
The ratio of the muffler volume to that of the cylinders
is 3.2, a good allov;ance for expansion. The casing is not
asbestos lined and presents a good cooling surface to the air.
The inlet of the muffler is through a 2" pipe and the outlet
through a 1" pipe. Ratio of outlet to inlet area is .39.
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The ^urr Muf^'l'^r.
The Biirr miiff'lf r»as shov.'n in Fig. 1 ^consists of thrcf con-
centric chambers clamped betv/een two cast iron iiecders by four
long bolts. Into these headers are screwed the 2" inlet and
outlet piles.
The two inner chambers have eacli one hundred l/s" holes
around their peripheries, but at opposite ends. A cai vdth four
holes, each 3/4" square, around its periphery is interposed
betv^een one end of the tvo injier chambers and the outlet end of
tlie raifl'ler, thus allov-'ing the gases to expand successively from
the inner to the outer chamber before passing into the outlet
pipe.
A cap is screwed over the outer end of the outlet pipe,
and the gases escapee to the air througli one hundred and sixty
tv.'o l/S" holes ''xtending ?round its periphery/. The variation in
the areas of the exhaust vjassages -s the gases pass through the
muffler is shown by Curve 3
,
page 72. The variation in volume
of the successive chambers tlirough ^"hich the gase8 pass, is
shown by Curve 4
,
page 73.
Ratio of muffler volume to the volume of the Otto gas engine
is 2.5.
Ratio of volume to radiating surface is 1.75.
Ratio of outlet to inlet is .59.

The Mo line Muffler.
The Moline mufiler is made ui. of three concentric sheet
steel cylinders of 5^ 6, and 7 inch diameters, as 8ho\7n in Pig. 2
page 51.
The gas enters at one end throuo;h ;: 1 l/4" pipe and expands
in th(^ firnt cylinder. It then passes through 40 3/I6" holes
at the other end into the next outer chamber. The opposite end
of this cylinder is pierced by 40 5/I6" holes, through which
the gas passep to the outer-most chamter. The gas escapes from
this chamber through 26 ?/l6" holes, and then by a 3/4" pipe
into the air.
The variation of the suocepsive exhaust areas is shcn
by Curve 3
,
poge 72.
The variP"*lon of the succesrive volumes is shown by
Curve 4
,
page 73.
Ratio of the raiffler volune to th'; volurae of tlie Otto gas
engine is 2.13.
Ratio of volume to radiating surface is 1.75.
Ratio of outlet to inlet area is .356.
Other Mufflers.
On pagesieo and 61 are given the data collected concerning
all the other mufflers examined. This includes in most cases
the size of muffler, general type, size of inlet and outlet, ratio
of muffler to cylinder volume, ratio of the muffler volume to the
radiating surface, and the ratio of outlet to inlet area

PART 2
AUTOMOBILE MUFFLERS

^3.
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
In the teste of mufflers described in this thesis, the
effects of the raiffler on brake horse power, back pressure on
the engine, and the degree of noiselessness, were the main points
of consid'-ration.
It was the original intention to secure as many different
kinds of mii 'Tiers rs possible from the different manufacturers,
but o\7ing to untoATard circunstances, i^e v.-ere unable to secure
sufficient satisfactory types. A^;: a result of this,th^. investi-
gations were confined chief 1: to two mi.ifflers, one of which was
kindly loaned to us by the E. W, Burr Machine Co., of Ch-mpaign,
Illinois, the other by Root & Vandervoort Co., of Moline, Illinois,
To approach commercial conditions as nearly as possible
we endeavored to use the t?ro cylinder automobile engine made by
Mr. Franklin in the University shops. After a number of tests
it proved unreliable for our purpose; and it was decided to use
the Otto ten horse power engine, in the M. E. laboratory of the
University of Illinois.
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AUTOMOBILE MUFFLKRS
Tests of Automobile LIufflers appear to have been very
scarce in tlie past. Practically the only data that comIcI be
obtained v;ere those in regard to the Muffler contests held in
1903 and in 1905, under the auspices of the Automobile Club of
France.
An effort was made to learn the actual conditions of the
tent; tliat is, the apparatus used and the manner of conducting
tlie test, but little besides the actual results coiild be learned
In the competitive test for mufflers held by the Automo-
bile Club of France, the following items were, -
Factors in tria]
.
1. - Nolselessness
2. - Absence of Back-pressure
3. - Size and Weight
4. - Prevention of Smoke
5. - Simplicity and Cost of Manufacture
The data of these tests are given on page 62.
I
DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION OP METHODS OF OPERATION
OF TJ'inTINO APPARATUS
The apparatus in generol consistecL of the follovring parts.
1. - The engine
2. - Device for measuring braKe horse power
3. - The indicator and reducing rig
4. - Device for cooling the exhaust gases
5. - Apparatus for measuring the baclc-pressure
6. ~ Apparatus -^or ato'^^aining temperature of gases before
entering muffler
7. - Apparatus for determining the relative noiselessness
of the muffler
8. - Device enabling one to readily cut out the muffler
and exhaust directly into the atmosphere
The description of the two mufflers tested is given on
21 and 22.

26.
DESCRIPTION OP APPARATUS
V
I, Engine.
The engine first used vms of the two cylinder four
cycle vertical type, constructed by Mr. H. B. Franklin, of the
class of '06, in the ohops of the University of Illinois. Ov/ing
to the type of engjne used, it v/as impracticable to secure the
indicated horse power of the engine, and it was left to the brake
horse power, the real criterion in any case, to determine the
power of the engine when exhausted through the muffler or
directly into the air.
The normal rating of this engine was twelve horse power.
Its R. P. M. varied from 400 to 700, depending on the load.
The general arrangement of this engine with apparatus is shown
in photograph on page 46
.
As this engine had no governor, the variation in power,
due to the muffler being in or out of circuit, manifested itself
in increase or decrease of R. P. M. , rather than in change of load
on the brake arm. ¥/ith this engine it was found after several
tests, that the maximum B. K. P. was decidely variable. At
times more pov;er could be secured with the muffler in circuit,
than was obtained when exhausting directly into the atmosphere.
Again the speed would run down without an^^^ apparent reason, and
in general proved so flighty and unreliable that it was thought
better to secure some other engine in v/hich the R. P. M. was
fairly constant, and the load oii the brake arm the variable factor.
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With thin f^nd in view, it war; leoided to utilize the ten
horse-power Otto gnc engine. Thic engine was soraev/hat ob^-jcct-
ionable, in that it is a stationary engine rather than an auto-
mobile engine. Its normal speed, 300 R. P. H. , is considerably
under that used in automobile prr.ctice; and furthermore it is
only a single cylinder engine. However, these conditions make
the tent on tl e mufflers a more severe one, in thot a large
amount of burnt gases is expelled into the muffler at intervals,
rather than smaller charges at shorter intervals, as in automobile
engines. This engine is shown by photograph on page 47.
Engine Data.
1. - Name of Engine Otto
2. - Manufactured by Otto Gas Engine l/l^orks,
Philadelphia, Pa,
3. - Number of Cycles Pour
4. - Kind of Fuel ____ Gasoline
5. - Rated Horse Pov;er 10 H. P.
6. - Number of Cylinders — One
7. - Bore of Cylinder 5 3/4"
S. - Stroke of Piston — 12 l/2"
9. - Volume of cylindt^r 324 cu. in,
10 - Clearance • , 107 cu. in.
11.- Diameter of Flywheel 4« 8"
12 - Rated Revolutions per Minute 300 R. P. M.
13 - Governor Hit or Miss
14 - Ignition Electric Contact
15 - Kind of Valves Poppet
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2. Device for measuring the B. H. P.
i
The B. H. P. was obtained by means of a Prony brake.
This brake was of very good design and gave no trouble at any
time during the test. The construction of this brake is shov.'n
in Fig. 4 page 53.
Length of brake arm is 62 l/2".
The lor.d on the brake arm was taken by a carefully calibratec
Fairbanks platform scale as shown in photograph on page 48.
The R. P. M. was ob':.ained by means of an ordinary speed-
ometer used in conjunction v/ith a stop vratch.
3. The indicator and reducing rig.
An ordinary Crosby steain and gas engine indicator was used
in taking punning diagrams. Rimping diagrajns are indicator cards
taken with a very low spring, so that the comparatively sm.all
forces duo to suction and exhaust may be clearl'^ shown. In
ai. ordinary card taken with a 240# spring, a back pressure as
h ;h as 10# will apparently coincide with the atmospheric line.
/. 10^ spring with a stop to prevent the limit of the spring being
exceeded v/as used in the indicator.
The reducing rig used was one already on the engine. Con-
siderable difficulty was experienced with this rig becoming loose
and shaky, and var^^ing the length of the cards. After tight-
ening and adjusting the various parts, it worked very well and
little trouble was exTn^^rienced afterwards. The reducing rig is
shown in Fig. 5 page5'4.
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4. ]ievice for cooling the exha\iat gases.
Cooling the exhaust gases reduces both the pressure and
the voluine. Thus a muffler which allov;s of sufficient cooling,
may liave less brick pressure, and a greater degree of noineless-
ness than one with much greater expansion which does not cool the
gases.
With a vievr to determine just what efff-jot cooling had on
the oacK pressure and the noi «e of the muffler, a cooler was
constructed as shown in Fig. 6 page 55 ,
This is esnentially a v/ater,"] acket placed on the exhaust
pipe, leading from the engine to the rnuffler. Water was supplied
to the cooler from the mains, and it was thought that by varying
the amount of cooling water flowing through, the temperature of
the exhaust gases could oe correspondingly lowered.
On testing, the effect of the cooler could not be detected.
That this failed to cool the guises was evidently due to the
high velocity of the gases through the exhaust pipe. No tests
were taken to determine theeffect of the cooling, as it v/as
so slight in any case that the results would not be materially
Affected by it. •
The arrangement of the piping to the cooler is shown in
the piTolng diagram, Pig. 3 on page 52, and in the photograph on
page 49.
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5. Ai^paratun for mensurine the back pressure.
?
NotwithGtandinc the fact that the B. H. P. would determine
the loss of power duo to the muffler, it was desired to ns-
certain the backpressure due to the nuifflor in pounds per square
inch and obtain if pos;.able the relation betv/een loss of power
and back-i ressure in pounds per square inch.
The first inetliod tried vi:lq this.
A 1/2" hole wac tapped in the pipe,;just in front of the muffler,
in which was placed an indicator cock. A gas engine indicator
with the light er,t sprin^^ available, a 16^' spring, was placed on
the cock. It was thought that by turning the indicator drum a
continuous record of the back-prossure would be traced on the
card. On actual trial, hovjever, the back-pressure was not sufficient
to even move the indicator pg.G ton. As no lighter springs were
at hand, this method was clecrly out of the question.
A low pressure steam radiator gauge was next placed on
the exhaust. This showea tliat there was some back-pressure, as
the pointer moved with eve:.T explosion of the engine, and that
the indicator was not of sufficient delicacy to register it.
Finally a U tube partly filled 7;ith mercury, ¥;as connect-
ed to the exhaust. This was found to be Ci.uite delicate and was
OIA.
used through^ in determining relative back pressure. The back-
pressure Treasure d by the mercun/ column evidently gives some rough
average of the back pressure during the exhaust.
By tabling a pumping diagram, from the engine, the exact
back-rressure due to the character of the exhaust outlet is

clearly indioated for ever^'' point of the ctroke. The averap;e
back-preesure by thie method, is obt:?ined b> determining the mean
pressure during the exhaust stroke.
Back-presraire was obtained by both methods antil the stop
on the indicator was crushed by an extra heavy e^ plosion, and
owing to the lack of time it w.'is not repaired again for use.
The mercury column alone was used in detf='rmining the back-pressure
after this. I'anometer is shown in Pig. 7, page 56.
6. Apparatus for obtaining temperature before entering muffler.
In order to obtain the temperature of the exhaust gases
entering the muffler, and to determine the effect of the cooler,
a stuffing box with valve, was put on the exhaust pipe in front
of the muffler. A 1000 degree mercury thermometer was used.
This rrrangement is shown in the photogTaph on page 4S.
7. Apparatiis for determining the relative noiselessness
of the muffler.
In attempting to devise any means for measuring the in-
tensity of the sound created by the gases issuing from the muffler,
the difficulty of the undertaking became evident, also that in
the end ^judgment must be made b:^ means of the ear alone.
The device shown in Fig. 8 on page r7 was designed and con-
structed in the hope that it would measure the noise.
This is mode up of -
1. - A micrometer screw
2. - A diaphragm
3. - An electrical indicating apparatus
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It was thouclit that the amplitude of the vibrp.tlonn of the
diaphragm v;ould be proportional to the intensity of the sound.
A circuit was form.ed in which the diaphragm was on one side and
I
the screw of the micrometer on the other. V/hen the point of
the screw touched the diaphragm, the fact was indicated by a
galvanometer placed in the circuit. The point of the screw could
be adva ced ns desired until the contact was secured, and the
distance that the diaphrc.gra moved from its zero position deter-
mined the intensity of the sound.
Y/lieii tested the device seemed to detect no difference be-
tween the intensity of different sounds. This was due un-
doubtedly to the small amplitude of the diaphragm. After consider-
able reading on the matter it became very evident that the ear
was the only available means of measuring the sound.
The piping is so arranged that two mufflers may be con-
nected at the same tine and the gases sent through either one
I
or both, thus two miaf^lers of nearly the same degree of noise-
lessnecs can be put on at the same time. An observer is station-
ed at a considerable distance from the engine and out of sight
of the rmfflers. The two mufflers are then cut in, alternately,
and the quieter one selected by number, the observer being
unaware of the order of numbering. Thus any prejudices an
I
observer might have either for or against a special muffler v/ould
have no effect on the results,
8, Device for cutting out muffler.
This arrangement is shoiim by the photograph on page 49.

The exhauGt 1b tvlu into a T and two parallel pas' a^es made for
the gases. Both branches are provided with a 2" quick-opening
valve. The muffler may be placed on either bran'--h and the
different conditions desired are obtained by marlpulatinr^^ the
quick-opening valves.

EXPLANATION OF METHODS OF CALCULATING lij'JGULTS
B. H. P.
V/here
L equals load on brake-arm in 'ooiind.s.
r equals length of brake-arm in inclier;
n equals R. P. M.
T^ur, -1 STTrnxLB. H. P. equals
12 X 33000
^ ^
Loss. in. B. .H. P. ?Loss m So eauals
,
'
' B. H. P. without muffler
B. H. P.
B. II. P. per explosion equals
Loss in equals
No. of explosions
LosG in B. H. P. per explosion
B. H. P. per explosion v/ithout muffler
Back-pressure.
From manometer
„ ^ . -J . - Deflection of mercury col. in inchesB.P.m lbs per sq.iii. equals =
2.04
From pumping diagram
In determing the back-pressure from the pumping
diagram the area under the exhaust line is determined
by means of a planimeter. The area divided by the length
of card gives tlie mean height of ordinate. This
ordinate multiplied by the scale of the spring used in
taking the diagram gives the average back-pressure in
pounds per square inch.

LIST OF TESTS
6
Test on Burr muffler for back-pressure
and loss of po^/rer, by variation in power
developed.
Test on Burr imif ler for back-pressure
and loss of power by variation in pov;er of
explosions.
Test on Mo line inuffler for bock-
pressure, and loss of power by variation
in power of explosions.
Test on Burr shell, outlet unobstnict-^
ed, with plug, and with nozzle, for back-
; pressure and loss of power.
Test with long exhaust pipe to deter-
;mine effect on back-pressure.
Test of Burr and Mo line mufflers for
back-pressure.
Test of nuifflers for noiselessness.
36
37
39
40
41
44
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Test No. 1
Purpose of test.
To determine t)aclc-prensure and loss of pov;er due to Burr
muffler.
Manner of conducting test.
The B. H. P, was first determined by obtaining the load
on the brake-arrn and the R. P. M. The muffler was then
put in circuit and the load and R. P. M. determined
under these conditions.
Back-pressure was measured by a manometer attached
to the exhaust pipe in front of the muffler. The manometer i
is shown in Pig. 7 , page 56 .
.
Result of test.
As this engine is equipped with a hit or miss governor,
this method gave vis no results whatever as may be seen
by consulting the data and result sheet of this test on
page 63 . Instead of load on brake-arm, or the R. P. M.
being reduced by putting the muffler in circuit, more
explosions were obtained and the load and speed were both
kept up at all powers under 9 H. P., the limit of the engine.
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Test 110. 2
Purpose of test.
To determine the back-pressure and Iohb of pov/er duo to
Burr muffler.
Manner of conducting test.
Obviously the only means of determining the loss of
power due to muffler » and still utiliziJ»pthe Otto engine,
v;as to determine the variation in the number of explosions
needed to keep the engine a.t its normal speed under load
both with and without muffler.
In this test the explosions per minute were determined by
counting R. P. M. and load on brake-arm ?;ere taken to
determine the brake horse i ower developed at the time the
explosions v^ere counted. Back-pressure was measured by
the manometer.
The muffler was put on one side of the testing apparatus
and the other left open. A minute test was then run with
the muffler in circuit. By mieans of the valves, the.
muffler was cut out and the test repeated v/ith the gases
exhausted directly into the air.
Result of test.
Data ajid results are gi^'^en on page 64 .
The back-pressure as determined by the manometer was
about 1.4/^ per square inch. The average loss of power was
Z,^Jo, This value is undoubtedly low for the loss of power.
64 lYould probably come closer to the actual loss.

Test No. 3
Purpose of tect.
To determine the back-pressure and loso of pov/er due to
Mo line muffler.
Manner of conducting test.
This te^t was conducted similarly to Test No. 2.
Result of test.
Data and results of this test are given on page 65 .
The average back-pressure rs determined by the. manometer
was 3.4# per square inch. The average loss in power due
to the muffler rrp.s lo.lyj. The actual loss was probably
somewhat more than this.

Test No. 4
Purpose of test.
To determine back-pressure and loss of power, vhen an
expansion chamber is used with
1. - Unobstructed outlet
2. - Small holes as o\itlet
3. - Converging nozzle as outlet.
Manner of conducting test.
In this test the two concentric sheet-iron cylinders
were taken out of the Burr muffler, leaving nothing but the shell
and the outlet pipe attached to the head. The exhaust gas now
enters the shell, Fhich acts as a mere expansion chamber, and
passes out through the 2" ripe.
This test was conducted similar 13^ to Test No. 2, with
1. - Unobstructed outlet.
The outlet pipe ^jas left perfectly free and
o] en
,
2. - small holes as outlet.
The end of the outlet pipe was closed by
means of a plug and the gases passed from
the expansion chamber to the open air,
through 162 - 1/3" holes at the circumference
of the outlet pipe.
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3. - converging nozzle ar: outlet.
The pliic vms taken from the o itlet pipe
and the converging nozzle shown in Pig. b ,
page 56* was placed on the end. With thin
firranc'ement the gases passed, part through
the small holes and part through the nozzle.
Result of test.
The data and results of this test are given on page 66.
1. - Unobstructed outlet.
The average bacl:-rressure was . 5# per square
inch and the average loss of power, 2^0,
2. - small holes as outlet.
The average back-pressure was .&6# per square
inch, rnd the average loe^y of povrer was 2.Z-p.
3. - Converging nozzle as outlet.
The average bacl:-pressure vias ,5Zff^ per square
inch while the average loss of power was
7. 06')3. The value for average loss of
power is much too high, as the bacl^v-pressure
was low in this case.
Test No. 5
Rirpose of test.
The purpose of this tent was to determine the effect of
interposing betv/een the cylinder and the muffler, a
long length, of pipe.

'1.
Mnnner of conducting tent.
A 20* length of 2" pipe- attaclied to t]ie exhaust
^t the c'lt out. The goses were then oent throu2"h this
pipe and the bacK-pres8ures ,with pipe unobstructed,
piV'O Y.dtl- nozzle, pipe vaf.i Burr shell and plug, pipe
witli Burr shell unobstructed, pipe with Moline muffler,
and pipe with the Midline muffler ^^ith a 3/4" outlet
pipe, v:ere taken ^-ath the manometer.
Result of test.
The data and result of this test are given on page 67.
The interpolation of this pipe appeared to increase
the back-pressure in most of the cases, v/hile in others
the back-pressure seemed to be slightly reduced.
Test No. 6
Rirpose of test. i
This test vjvj' taken to determine the variation of
back-pressure with a load on the brake arm, -hen exhaust-
ing into the
1. - Moliri'^ muffler.
- Bvirr muffler.
3. - Both mufflers.
4. ~ Open air.

Manner of conducting test.
Baol:-presflure was determined by tv;o diff' rent inethodo.
(1) - By means of manometer.
(2) By taking pumping; diagrams and determining
the M. E. P. luider the exhaurit line.
Bacl'.-pressure rr^s determined by these two methods at
the following braKe-nrm loads, 0, G 2/3, 13 1/3,20, and
26 2/3 pounds. VHien the engine is up to sr.eed this
corresponds to 0, 2, 4, G, and 8 horse pov/er.
Result of test.
The data and results of this test are given on page 63.
Tiie resultr as shov/n by curves, are given on. page 74.
The back-pressure by the two methods does not agree very
closely as may be seen from the curves, yet they appear
to bear some relation to eacii othor. There seems to be
no vjell defined load a\. which the back-pressure is
either a minimum or a maximum,
1, - Lloline muffler.
This muffler had by far the highest back-
pressure. The average of the pumping dia-
gram values being 6.15* per square inch,
while the average of the manometer valuef?
was 4.3#.
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2. -- Burr iiTiiffl'-^r.
The Burr imill'lor c^ve the n<:j::t highest valuer;
2,^'^- per square inch from the pumping
diagrams, and 1.6# frora the manometer.
3. - Both mufflers.
Both rnufflers togisther, as might be expected,
gave a lov;er bacK-pressure than either
separately, 1.27# per square inch and
1.0 3# frora the manometer.
4. - Open air.
vrnen exhausting directly into the air,
the back-pressure as determined by the
pumping diagrams, was .65# per square inch,
and by the manometer, ,5^.
Sample pumping diar-'ams for each of these cases are
shOTm on pages 58 and. 59.

Test No. 7
Purpose of test.
To obtain the relative degree of riolr>eleG8ness of the
diff'Tent imifl'lerR tested.
Manner of conducting test.
The test wrs conducted ns described on pap:e 32 , the ear
being the judge of the degree of noiselessness.
Result of test.
Due to the fact the exhausts from the different laifflers
Yjere ordinarily of a totally different character, it v^as
deemed unfair to some of the mufflers, to attempt assign-
ing arbitrary valuer, as their relative degree of noiseless-
nesG,
The exhaust from the Moline laiffler vrith a 3/4"
pipe outlet was very quiet considering the engine it y/qs
on, giving only a slight bloT-'ing sound.
The Burr rai.iffler V7as of about the same degree of
noiselessness as the Moline. The exhaust was slightly
explosive, differing materially in nature from that of
the Moline.
The exhaust from the Burr shell with r^lug was
rather heav^^ and explosive in character, while that from
the Moline muffler without the 3/4" pipe outlet was a
sharp blowing sound which carried much farther than the
heavier one.

The exhaust from the Biirr ohel] unobGtnicted gave
a heavier sound than with the ilug, but vms ctill consider-
ably quif^ter than the open exhaust.
The exhaust from the Burr shell \7ith nozzle was a
very sharp blowing sound. Tlie nuiffler seemed quieter
without the nozzle than with it.
Wxien the twenty foot length of pipe v/as interposed
between the engine and the muffler, the sound of the
exh^'^ist was sharp and snappy in character.
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No Load
di2 K.FfM^
0.7 Lb. B.F. &.3 B.H.f?
3!^ ff.hM-
0. 7 Lb. E>.n
PUMPING DIAGRAMS WITHOUT MUFFLE
No Load 1.4 Lbs. B.P 8. 3 3.H.P f,3 Lbs. 3.P
PUMPING DIAGRAMS WITH BOTH MUFFLERS

INo Load 2.1 Lbo. B.P. 8.3 B.H.P.
PUMPING DIAGRAMS WITH BURR MUFFLER
No Load 5.3 Lb5. 3. P S.3 B.H.R. 6.0 Lb5.B.P
PUMPING DIAGRAMS WITH NOLINE MUFFLER.
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